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Reviewer's report:

This is an important study given that (I agree) the use of regression models in RDS data has increased in the medical literature however standards and routines are not well-tested and well-established. The authors consider various parameters and models, covering diverse practical scenarios, that is positive. For the same reason, I think the presentation of the paper should improve to facilitate understanding the rationale and the different analysis.

Some suggestions and comments:

I suggest that authors create for example a diagram to guide readers on the various cases (particularly for section "Data Analysis").

It is a bit confusing which tables and which graphs go to main text or appendix.

In p6, it would be interesting to report the homophily of the original real network for reference.

In p6, row 23-24. By more variation, do authors mean that they control the "variance" of the degree distribution, keeping the mean/median?

In p6, row 34. By population, do authors mean "a fixed set of parameters"?

In p6, row 34. Though "data sets" are correct, nicer to use "samples" since you are generating samples from the same set of parameters.

In p8, row 14. Not sure what you mean by knowing "precisely the degree". One may know the degree distribution with a "1-person" resolution but this does not mean that the degree (or network size) was accurately reported in the survey. Several studies have fine-tuned numbers (in contrast to ranges, that seems to be the point of the authors).

In p12, row 8. I think there is a typo in the sentence "prevalence, as shown in Figure 2. 8 in Appendix B details the"?

In p12, row 51. This is minor but I would rather write "suggest" or "recommend" instead of "prefer".

In p16, row 46. I think here the authors could make a strong conclusion and use "recommend" or "suggest" rather than "feel".

In p16, row 44. What do you mean by "very low prevalence"? 10% or less? 10% is not very low.

In p16, row 42. Not sure what authors mean by saying that prevalence is more likely to be known than homophily in hard-to-reach-populations. Homophily can be estimated using RDS.

In p16, row 17. Not sure I agree with "nice" number. Rounding does happen but collecting "non-nice" numbers is common as well. I am not aware of studies pointing that rounding (to 5, 10, 20 and 100) is the standard. In your Fig3, these numbers are not always the most relevant choice.
In Fig.4, I am not sure why this degree distribution does not resemble much Fig.3? Specially this valley between degrees 30 and 40 that looks unconventional. Could you comment on that? Have you tried any theoretical cases using for example the log-normal distribution with same mean (possibly standard deviation) as the real data?

In Table 3, I am not sure I understand the systematic under-estimation of the prevalence using RDS-II (and it's worse estimation than the naive method), that is as high as 20% lower for 10% homophily. Is this a result of some particularities of your network model?

The word "cluster" has multiple meanings in social networks, it may be related to clustering of traits (homophily) or links (either triangles or network communities). They affect RDS in different ways (see e.g. Rocha et al. (2017) Respondent-driven sampling bias induced by community structure and response rates in social networks. J Royal Statistical Society A). The authors should clarify these differences in the introduction. I understand that the study focuses on homophily but it would be interesting to include a short discussion on how clustering of links may affect the results (but I don't think new analysis should be done since this would be too much).
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